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                                                                         Abstract: 

The Visegrad region experienced the aging and the decline of its population in the past 30 years, as 
happened in other Eastern European countries. That development was aggravated by net emigration, the 
scale of which was overestimated at the time of the political regime changes and underestimated after 
the EU Eastern expansion. This article presents and analyses the main trends in migration to and from 
the Visegrad countries, and tries to prove that political considerations and public attitudes often 
prevented the formulation of appropriate government responses. Research on the motivations for 
emigration found that economic opportunities prevail as the most decisive factor in individual decisions 
on migration. Therefore, at the governmental level, the prospect of success to slow down or reverse the 
flow of net emigration depends on economic convergence between the Visegrad countries and the West.  
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                                                                         Resumen: 

En este artículo se aborda la política exterior de Indonesia con Malasia en el período post-Suharto, 
particularmente en los conflictos de Ambalat. Esta investigación busca resolver las siguientes 
cuestiones: ¿Por qué no se ha resuelto el conflicto desde hace más de medio siglo? ¿Qué han hecho 
ambas partes? ¿Por qué no se ha resuelto el conflicto? ¿A qué tipo de obstáculos se han enfrentado 
ambos partidos para que los procesos de negociación duraran tanto tiempo? Esta investigación muestra 
que las preocupaciones de Indonesia sobre el problema de Ambalat proceden de la pérdida de Sipadan-
Ligitan, que finalmente pertenece a Malasia desde la decisión de la Corte Internacional de Justicia en 
2002. El artículo muestra también que ambos países contribuyeron a crear serias tensiones a través de 
la movilización de soldados, buques de guerra y aviones de combate, a pesar de que tanto Indonesia 
como Malasia son miembros de la ASEAN.  
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1. Introduction 

What were the most important inward and outward trends and how the scale of migration 
changed in the Visegrad (V4) countries over the past 30 years? How were they influenced by 
major developments such as the EU accession, the financial crisis of 2008, the Ukrainian 
conflict, and the European migration crisis? By outlining the most important features of 
migration from and to these countries, this study intends to reveal whether 1) the economic 
motivations have prevailed as the primary causes of long-term movements from and to the 
Visegrad region; 2) the financial-economic convergence between the old and new member 
states has made an impact on the flow of labour between the West and the East; 3) the traditional 
position of the Visegrad region as sending countries has changed over the time. Despite many 
similarities, the presented movements and their background explanations also deliver some 
examples of marked differences among the Visegrad states. The corresponding literature is rich 
in economic explanations, but tends to overlook the political context of the individual 
deviations. Due to the limited space, this article cannot fill that gap, but it does highlight some 
of the key linkages between migration and politics. 

2. Theoretical approaches to migration 

Migration is a complex phenomenon, which involves aspirations, desires and human capital, 
individual and collective decisions, opportunities and constraints, social and economic 
considerations, precise and rough calculations, fortune and tragedy, private actions and 
government policies, political and security implications, and many other dimensions. Various 
disciplines approach the fundamental questions of migration from different grounds and 
perspectives, and apply a great variety of research methods and analytical tools to examine 
human movements within and between the countries. A detailed presentation and discussion of 
the available theories would lead far beyond the scope of this article, but well-known overviews 
of the main theories are available from classical authors such as Molho, Massey et al, Bauer 
and Zimmermann and more recently from Brettell and Hollifield, Hagen-Zanker or – one of the 
most cited contemporary expert of the field – Hein de Haas, who also made an attempt to come 
up with a theoretical synthesis.2 

All theories have a shared aspiration, which is to find the main causes and the conditions 
of migration. However, in terms of the level of analysis, some theories (e.g. neoclassical macro 
theory, world systems theory, dual labour market theory, migration systems theory) seek 
answers on a macro level, others (e.g. neoclassical micro/human capital theory, social systems 
theory, behavioural model) examine micro-level aspects, but there are also meso-level theories 
(e.g. social capital theory, network theory, new economics migration theory) and one particular 
theory (the pull-push theory) that takes a mixed approach by examining both micro- and macro-
level factors of migration motivations. 

 
2 Molho, Ian (1986): “Theories of Migration: A Review”, Scottish Journal of Political Economy, vol. 33, nº. 4  
(November 1986), pp. 396-419.Massey, Douglas S.; Arango, Joaquin; Hugo, Graeme; Kouaouci, Ali; Pellegrino, 
Adela; Taylor, Edward J. (1993): “Theories of International Migration: A Review and Appraisal”, Population and 
Development Review, vol. 19, nº. 3 (September 1993), pp. 431-466.Bauer and Zimmermann, Klaus F.: “Modelling 
International Migration: Economic and Econometric Issues”, in van der Erf, Rob and Heering, Liesbeth (eds.) 
(1995): Causes of International Migration: Proceedings of a Workshop Luxembourg, 14-16 December 1994, 
Luxembourg, Office for Official Publications of the European Communities, pp. 95-115. 
Brettell, Caroline B., Hollifield, James F.: “Introduction”, in Brettell, Caroline B., Hollifield, James F. (eds) 
(2000): Migration Theory: Talking across Disciplines, New York and London, Routledge, pp. 1-26.Hagen-Zanker, 
Jessica (2008): Why do people migrate? A review of the theoretical literature, MGSoG Working Paper, 
2008/WP002 (January 2008). de Haas, Hein (2014): Migration Theory Quo Vadis? IMI Working Papers, nº. 100 
(November, 2014). 
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Table 1. An overview of selected authors on and approaches to migration in Europe3 

Author(s) Scope of analysis Theoretical ground 

Bauer – Zimmermann 
The size and structure of future 
East-West migration flows  

neoclassical macro and micro 

Belot and Hatton Educational selectivity in immigration 
neoclassical macro and micro, 
new economics 

Boeri and Bruecker 
The impact of Eastern enlargement on the 
labour markets of the old member states 

neoclassical macro 

Delbecq – Waldorf 
EU: the impact of entry restrictions after 
enlargement 

human capital theory 

Dustmann et al 
Migration potential in the new member 
states 

neoclassical macro 

Epstein and Gang 
Others’ influence on an individual’s 
potential migration decision (the case of 
Hungary) 

behavioural and new economics 

Fassmann – Münz 
Movements from and to the main sending 
and receiving countries within Europe 
after WW2; reasons and historical context 

Mixed (neoclassical macro, 
human and social capital, pull-
push, new economics) 

Grogger – Hanson 
Linkages between education, earnings 
and labour migration 

neoclassical macro and micro 

 
3 Belot, Michèle V.K.; Hatton, Timothy.J. (2012): “Immigrant Selection in the OECD”, The Scandinavian Journal 
of Economics, vol. 114, nº.4 (December2012), pp.1105-1128. Boeri, Tito; Bruecker, Herbert (2001): “Eastern 
Enlargement and EU-Labour-Markets: Perceptions, Challenges and Opportunities”, World Economics vol. 2, nº. 
1 (February2001), pp.49-68.  Bauer, Thomas; Zimmermann, Klaus F. (1999): Assessment of possible migration 
pressure and its labour market impact following EU enlargement to Central and Eastern Europe, IZA Research 
Reports, No.3 (July1999). Delbecq, Benoit A.; Waldorf, Brigitte S. (2010): Going West In The European Union: 
Migration And EU Enlargement, Working Papers 10-4 (2010) Purdue University, College of Agriculture, 
Department of Agricultural Economics. Dustmann, Christian; Casanova, Maria; Fertig, Michael; Preston, Ian; 
Schmidt, Christoph M. (2003): The impact of EU enlargement on migration flows, Home Office Online Report 
25/03 (2003), at https://discovery.ucl.ac.uk/id/eprint/14332/1/14332.pdf Epstein, Gil S.; Gang, Ira N. (2006): “The 
Influence of Others on Migration Plans”, Review of Development Economics, vol. 10, nº. 4 (August 2006), pp. 
652-665.Fassmann, Heinz; Münz, Rainer (eds) (1994): European Migration in the Late Twentieth Century, 
Historical Patterns, Actual Trends, and Social Implications, Laxenburg, IIASA, Edward Elgar. 
Grogger, Jeffrey,  Hanson Gordon H. (2008): Income Maximization and the Selection and Sorting of International 
Migrants, NBER Working Paper No.13821 (February 2008), at www.nber.org/papers/w13821. 
Kurekova, Lucia (2011): “Theories of migration: Conceptual review and empirical testing in the context of the EU 
East-West flows”, Paper for the Interdisciplinary Conference on Migration, Economic Change, Social Challenge, 
UCL, April 6-9, 2011. Massey, Douglas S.; Arango, Joaquin; Hugo, Graeme; Kouaouci, Ali; Pellegrino, Adela; 
Taylor, J. Edward (1998): “Worlds in motion: Understanding International Migration at the End of the 
Millennium”, Oxford, New York, Clarendon Press, Oxford University Press. 
Mayda, Anna Maria (2007): “International migration: a panel data analysis of the determinants of bilateral flows”, 
Journal of Population Economics, vol. 23, nº. 4 (June 2007), pp. 1249-1274. 
Ortega, Francesc; Peri, Giovanni (2009): The Causes and Effects of International Migrations: Evidence from 
OECD Countries 1980-2005, NBER Working Paper, nº. 14833 (April 2009). 
Palmer, John R.B.; Pytlikova, Mariola (2015): “Labor Market Laws and Intra-European Migration: The Role of 
the State in Shaping Destination Choices”, European Journal of Population, vol. 31, nº. 2 (March 2015), pp. 127-
153. Pedersen, Peder J., Pytlikova, Mariola (2008): EU Enlargement: Migration flows from Central and Eastern 
Europe into the Nordic countries – exploiting a natural experiment, Working Paper nº. 08-29 (2008), Department 
of Economics, University of Aarhus. Stark, Oded, Micevskab, Maja, Mycielski, Jerzy (2009): “Relative poverty 
as a determinant of migration: Evidence from Poland”, Economics Letters, vol. 103, nº. 3 (June 2009), pp. 119-
122. 
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Kurekova 
East-West migration after EU 
enlargement; country specific institutions 
and transitions 

“Oxford school” (global 
processes and social changes), 
the rejection of the neoclassical 
macro theory 

Massey et al 
A comparison of international 
migration systems 

new economics, social networks, 
social capital 

Mayda Determinants of migration inflows neoclassical macro and micro 

Ortega and Peri 
Impact of immigration on employment, 
investment, productivity and GDP 

neoclassical macro and micro 

Palmer and Pytliková 
The relationship between formal labour 
market access and the migrants’ 
destination choices 

neoclassical macro, human 
capital 

Pedersen – Pytlikova 
Linkages between labour market access 
and migration flows 

neoclassical macro 

Stark et al 
Relationship between aggregate relative 
poverty and migration (the case of 
Poland) 

new economics 

  

Table 1 offers a neither comprehensive, nor representative overview of the relevant literature, 
but it demonstrates the relative weight of neoclassical theories within the research of migration. 
Despite their strong foundations, they generally provided inaccurate (and undifferentiated) 
forecasts for expected labour migration outflows Central and Eastern Europe. Their failure can 
be explained by the imperfection of migration statistics and micro-level economic data, the 
volatility of migration patterns,4 and the interference of political and sociological factors.5 
While the neoclassical approaches underperformed in the migration outlook, they delivered 
valuable contributions to the explanation of migration trends and developments. No doubt, 
historical, cultural, social, political and psychological factors are also vital in comprehending 
the various aspects of migration. In the present overview of the main trends of migration to and 
from the Visegrad region we will see where the arguments of neoclassical theories were well-
placed and where they needed supplements or replacements. 

Labour migration in the neoclassical approaches is not merely perceived as an indicator 
and a consequence of disequilibrium, but also as a process, which drives the 
economy/economies towards equilibrium. The neoclassical schools assume that individuals 
make rational decisions to optimise their income, thus they contribute to the optimal allocation 
of labour (accompanied by reverse flows of capital). However, there can be – and in fact, there 
are – various obstacles to rational decision and optimal flows. In this article we only present a 
few, each embedded in politics. 

3. Communist restrictions on migration 

Living behind the Iron Curtain meant an isolated life with limited and politically controlled 
movement of most citizens. Until the very last years before the collapse of the communist 
regimes travelling to the West was restricted and conditioned to permission. Movements within 
the bloc were also politically controlled and closely monitored, Students and workers, albeit in 
small numbers, were allowed to take temporary foreign educational and working opportunities 

 
4 Bijak, Jakub (2006): Forecasting international migration: selected theories, models and methods, CEFMR 
Working Paper, nº. 4 (2006). 
5 World Bank (2007): Labor markets in the EU8+2: From the Shortage of Jobs to the Shortage of Skilled Workers, 
World Bank EU8 Quarterly Economic Report (September 2007), p. 8. 
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in the other communist countries, but only within the framework of multilateral agreements. 
The authorities could and did refuse to issue passports to politically suspicious and unreliable 
citizens. Attempts at illegal emigration (called “defection”) were rare as detainees had to face 
severe punishments, while those, who succeeded could reckon with the confiscation of their 
home possessions, as well as the harassment of their relatives and acquaintances by the 
authorities. 

 However, at times of turmoil and unrest, politics could lose control over the movement 
of the citizens. During the Hungarian revolution of 1956, nearly 235 thousand Hungarians 
(more than 2% of the total population) took the opportunity that arose from the temporary lack 
of effective border control, and left for the West.6 The failure of the Prague Spring drove ca. 
100 thousand Czechoslovakian citizens to leave their homeland, 7  while Poland lost 
approximately 1.2 million emigrants in the 1980s, after the introduction of the martial law.8 
Many people left the country legally, and did not return, while others crossed the green borders 
illegally. Most political opponents of the communist regimes were silenced by execution, 
imprisonment or forced labour, but especially after the signing of the Helsinki accords, the 
communist regimes tried to refrain from open terror, and rather used soft methods such as lock-
down in mental centres, censorship, travel restrictions or forced emigration. Defection from the 
communist countries was typically a one-way street with no possibility to return. 

 Immigration to the communist countries remained very limited. It involved small groups 
of political refugees (e.g. from Greece in the second half of the 1940s or from Chile in the 
1970s), and other movements within the bloc, including students and workers (e.g. from Cuba, 
Vietnam or the Soviet Union), who either stayed temporarily or decided to settle in the host 
countries. There were also some minority people moving between neighbouring states in hope 
of finding a better treatment and enhanced opportunities in the mother country. That particularly 
affected Hungarians escaping from Ceaucescu’s Romania, 9  but some Slovaks were also 
resettled from the Soviet Union after the Chernobyl nuclear disaster. The large-scale 
movements within Czechoslovakia were considered as internal migration, nevertheless, they 
continued to have a great importance even after the collapse of communism. 

As a result of strict political control, the societies in the East Central European states 
were mostly preserved as ethnically homogeneous populations. In the countries which opted 
for early liberalisation (Poland and Hungary) international travelling became easier by the late 
1980s, Western-type multiculturalism remained nonetheless an experience utterly alien to all 
East Central European societies. 

4. The fall of the Iron Curtain: open borders, closed gates 

The collapse of the communist regimes and the consequent democratisation resulted in the 
granting of individual freedom to the East and Central European citizens. Since increased 
freedom of Easterners was met by (partial) visa liberation in the West, many academics and 
Western political players warned of an exodus from the former Soviet bloc.10 Their expectations 
were based on the easing of international travel restrictions and the striking differences between 

 
6 Lynn, Kádár Katalin: “Hungary”, in Mazurkiewicz, Anna (ed.) (2019): East Central European Migrations 
During the Cold War: A Handbook, Berlin/Boston, De Gruyter Oldenbourg, pp. 168-192. 
7 Clude; Paul, op. cit., pp. 101-135. 
8 Łukasiewicz, Sławomir: Poland, in Mazurkiewicz, op. cit., pp. 193-242. 
9 Romanians also escaped: in 1988 11%, in 1989 38% were not ethnic Hungarians. See Gödri, Irén; Tóth, Erzsébet 
(2015): “Magyarország, Románia és Szlovákia kivándorlási folyamatai a rendszerváltozások után – Eltérések és 
hasonlóságok”, Demográfia, vol. 53., nº. 2-3. (February 2010) pp. 152-204. 
10 Godfried, Engbersen; Okólski, Marek; Black, Richard; Panţîru, Cristina (eds) (2010): A Continent Moving 
West?: Working out a way from East to West: EU enlargement and labour migration from Central and Eastern 
Europe, IMISCOE Research, Amsterdam University Press, p. 7. 
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the living standards and living conditions of Eastern and Western citizens. Indeed, there was a 
mass outflow of people from the region, but the restrictive immigration policies of the Western 
governments kept their number at a lower than expected level. On the one hand, labour 
migration was restricted by the introduction of rigid labour quotas that were meant to control 
and filter the new arrivals, and imposed a strong limit on regular labour movements. On the 
other hand, the once liberal asylum policies were stiffened by introducing and applying the first 
safe country principle. By declaring and recognising the Visegrad countries, Croatia and 
Slovenia as safe countries, the Western governments erected a cordon sanitaire between the EU 
and the countries of the Balkans and the CIS.11 Such policies offered limited room for regular 
migration, but could not prevent a substantial outflow of irregular migrants from the region. In 
contrast with the communist era, when emigrants could not return, after the regime change new 
forms of migration, including short-term and circular movements, also emerged in the region.12 

Generally speaking, countries characterised with deeper recession, lower wages and 
living standards, higher unemployment and inflation, and poor social services tended to lose 
more emigrants than the ones with better economic and social policy indicators. Based on this 
approach, Poland should not necessarily be placed among the top sending countries, but it was 
pioneer in the shock therapy, the fruits of which could only be felt in the second half of the 
1990s. Moreover, when control over travelling and informal activities started to ease, the 
shortages of the 1980s led to the mushrooming of spontaneously emerging open-air markets. 
The international versions of those secondary street markets were nicknamed as “Comecon 
markets”. The Polish citizens, usually travelling as tourists in fully packed cars, were among 
the top suppliers to such markets, which were therefore also called as “Polish markets” in many 
places.13 Based on that experience, the Polish – together with Bulgarians and Romanians – were 
among the most mobile Easterners, who not only took the official opportunities, but also jumped 
on the bandwagon of irregular migration in high numbers.14 The typical patterns of the latter 
involved overstay, illegal residence and employment in the black market. 

In contrast with the Polish trends, the Czechs, Slovaks and Hungarians experienced 
much smaller and temporary waves of emigration in the beginning of the 1990s, which mostly 
involved labour migrants to Germany, partly to Austria (and the Czech Republic in case of the 
Slovak migrants). Germany was certainly the most popular destination of the Czech and 
Hungarian labour migrants. In the mid-1990s it absorbed 90% of all Hungarian emigrants.15 In 
1992 it was estimated16 that ca. 50 000 Czech worked (legally and illegally) in Germany, but 
after the introduction of more restrictive regulations on foreign labour (and the return of positive 
economic growth to the Czech Republic) the corresponding figure of Czech labour migrants 
declined to 30-35 000, and remained fairly constant until the Eastern enlargement of the 
European Union. The fall of the Iron Curtain resulted in net migration losses in most East 
European countries, but – in contrast with the other two Visegrad countries – both Hungary and 
the Czech Republic stayed in positive (Table 2).17 The return of former defectors was politically 

 
11 Fassmann, Heinz; Münz, Rainer (eds) (1994): European Migration in the Late Twentieth Century, Historical 
Patterns, Actual Trends, and Social Implications, Laxenburg, IIASA, Edward Elgar, p. 11. 
12 See Gödri and Tóth, op. cit., p. 157. 
13 For a more detailed description see Polyák, Levente: “Exchange in the Street: Rethinking Open-Air Markets in 
Budapest”, in Madanipour, Ali; Knierbein, Sabine; Degrosm, Aglaée (eds.) (2014): Public Space and the 
Challenges of Urban Transformation in Europe, New York and London, Routledge, pp. 48-60. 
14, Godfried et al, op. cit., p. 8. 
15 See Gödri and Tóth, op. cit., p. 161. 
16 Drbohlav, Dušan: “Immigration and the Czech Republic (with Special Respect to the Foreign Labour Force)”, 
International Migration Review, vol. 37, nº. 1 (Spring 2003), pp. 194-224. 
17 The only marked exception was Russia, which absorbed a considerable flow of – mostly Russian and Russian-
speaking – immigrants from the other former Soviet republics, and remained an attractive destination even decades 
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important in both countries, but it was neither unique in the region (e.g. Poland and Estonia had 
even more returnees), nor sizeable enough to explain the deviation. 

Table 2. Net migration flows of the Eastern member states before EU accession18 

Country Net migration (1989-2003), in thousands 

Romania -1,245 

Bulgaria -688 

Poland -667 

Lithuania -235 

Latvia -199 

Estonia -153 

Slovakia -53 

Slovenia -5 

Czech Republic +19 

Hungary +26 

Total -3,200 

  

In the Czech Republic the net migration gain was the result of low emigration combined with 
substantial immigration from Slovakia and Ukraine. In Czechoslovakia the Czech territories 
had been traditionally more developed than the Slovak regions. Consequently, there were 
significantly more Slovaks working in the Czech part than the other way around. This 
asymmetry also prevailed after the split of Czechoslovakia, and the trend of this migration 
balance only reached a turning point in 2001, when – for the first time – more migrants arrived 
to Slovakia than the ones who left for the Czech Republic.19 In the years after the separation, 
the Czech Republic not only offered better wages and higher living standards, but also granted 
favourable treatment to Slovak immigrants due to common history and the long tradition of 
Slovak migration. Unlike other foreigners, Slovak citizens were not obliged to apply for work 
permit, they only had to get registered. In addition, labour migrants in general were only 
allowed to take jobs for which no Czech citizens were available. The Slovaks were exempt from 
that restriction, and by speaking a language very close to the Czech, they could essentially 
compete the native workers on equal ground.20 Although Ukrainian language is not as close as 
the Slovak, but it should not be seen as a source of language barrier either. Moreover, the deep 
wage gap between the two countries made working in the Czech Republic even more appealing 
to Ukrainians. Consequently, their number in the Czech Republic increased considerably, and 
by the end of the decade ca. 40% of all work permits were issued to Ukrainian immigrants, who 

 
later. See Jaroszewicz, Marta; Lesińsk, Magdalena: Forecasting migration between the EU, V4 and Eastern 
Europe: Impact of visa abolition, OSW Report (July 2014), pp. 14-15. 
18 Mansoor, Ali; Quillin, Bryce (ed) (2006): Migration and remittances. Eastern Europe and the former Soviet 
Union, The World Bank, Washington DC, p. 33. 
19 A considerable share of Slovak immigration was the result of return migration. For the annual data of inflow 
and outflow see Vano, Boris (2005): Population in Slovakia 2004, Bratislava, INFOSTAT. 
20 Drbohlav, op. cit., pp. 201-202. 
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constituted the largest ethnic community among the trade license holders, and were suspected 
to be highly represented among the ca. 300 000 illegal migrants as well.21 

 The steady increase in the number of immigrants was disrupted by the economic crisis 
of 1997-1998, which resulted in recession, high inflation, negative real income, and a 
subsequent fall in the number of foreign workers. The downward trend continued even after the 
recovery of the economy, because the government wanted to push down unemployment by 
adopting more restrictive regulations on labour immigration. Among those admitted, economic 
motivations presented by far the most common reason of immigration (86% in 2000). Asylum-
seekers and refugees, on the other hand, represented an extremely small community. On top of 
the Slovaks and Ukrainians, Polish, Vietnamese and (partly undocumented) Chinese, West 
Europeans and North Americans also contributed to the relatively significant inflow to the 
newly independent Czech Republic. 22  The capital city played a major role in attracting 
foreigners: at the end of the decade about 1/3rd of long-term visa holders, and the same share of 
work-permits and trade licences were registered and issued in Prague. Nonetheless, as those 
figures had initially been around 40%, the decreasing shares were signs of a growing diffusion 
of immigrants across the country.23  

 The net migration gain in Hungary was a special phenomenon since it was mostly 
secured by the resettlement of ethnic Hungarians from Romania, Serbia and Ukraine to their 
mother country. This development was already present before the regime change, when 
Hungarians fled from discrimination and the destruction of villages (including ethnic Hungarian 
villages) in Romania. However, economic factors such as the significantly higher wages and 
better job opportunities also counted as Hungary was in better economic conditions and offered 
considerable better conditions and higher living standards than available in its Eastern 
neighbours. 

Hungary was also closely affected by the Balkan wars. Many refugees left Bosnia with 
the intention to obtain asylum in Western Europe, but those, who wished to return to their 
homeland, many sought and found temporary shelter in Hungary. As opposed to them, ethnic 
Hungarians who moved from Serbia to Hungary in great numbers, had usually no intention to 
return. Similarly, to the Transylvanian fellows, their resettlement decisions were typically 
motivated by financial considerations, but their choice was also reaffirmed by news of human 
rights violations and atrocities in their home settlements, as well as the influx of ca. 240 
thousand Serb refugees to Vojvodina during the Bosnian war24 and 11 thousand additional 
displaced persons from Kosovo.25 

5. The Eastern enlargement: gates opening 

In contrast with the overestimation of the outflows at the time of the regime change, the impact 
of the EU’s Eastern enlargement on labour migration was considerably underestimated.26 In a 
forecast prepared for the Home Office, the number of immigration from the ECE countries to 

 
21 Ibid., pp. 205-206. 
22 Ibid., pp. 203, 222-223. 
23 Ibid., p. 205. 
24 Once part of Greater Hungary, Vojvodina continues to be the traditional homeland of most ethnic Hungarian in 
Serbia. For the influx of Serbs to the region see Kerenji, Emil: “Vojvodina since 1988”, in Ramet, P. Sabrina; 
Pavlaković, Vjeran (eds.) (2005): Serbia since 1989 – Politics and Society under Milošević and after, Seattle, 
University of Washington Press, pp. 350-380. 
25 Global IDP Database (2005): Profile of Internal Displacement: Serbia & Montenegro, Norwegian Refugee 
Council/Global IDP Project, p. 57, at https://www.refworld.org/pdfid/4051dda14.pdf .  
26 E.g. Bauer and Zimmermann (1999), op. cit., or IOM (1998): Migration Potential in Central and Eastern 
Europe, Geneva, International Organization for Migration. 
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the UK after enlargement was projected to hover between 5 and 13 thousand each year.27 
Another forecast reckoned with 180 000 immigrants to arrive in the old EU member states in 
the first year after EU enlargement and 220 000 more in each subsequent year.28 

 In fact, from Poland alone as many as half a million citizens moved to the UK between 
2004 and 2006.29 From 2004 to 2010 altogether some 2% of the total population of Poland 
moved to the West, and ca. 60% of them landed in the UK.30 In the same period Slovakia lost 
a similar share of its population,31 and while the majority of the Slovak emigrants insisted on 
choosing the Czech Republic and Germany, the UK became so popular, that it overtook Austria, 
and got into the position of the third most popular destination. The findings of a Eurobarometer 
survey conducted in 2007 established that in the new member states higher income levels 
motivated 46% of the labour migrants (as opposed to 22% in the old member states), while 61% 
of the East European respondents named the lack of sufficient foreign language skills to be the 
primary obstacle to their emigration.32 Opening its labour market from the day of enlargement 
and offering numerous job opportunities33 in an environment where the most popular foreign 
language, English could be used, made the UK become the most popular country of destination 
in the eyes of the post-accession labour migrants from the Eastern member states.34  

 However, while this was also true the young migrating population of the V4 countries, 
for the others Germany remained the number one destination country. Although in limited 
numbers and controlled flows, regular labour migration continued to both Germany and Austria 
despite the 7-year long restrictions on access to their labour market.35  Just as before EU 
enlargement, Germany mostly attracted skilled workers with vocational education 
background.36 Among them male construction workers and female service workers constituted 
the largest groups, but young and well-educated citizens were also overrepresented compared 
to their share in the home societies. As opposed to earlier waves of emigration, the post-
accession movements had stronger components of temporary, fluid and uncertain migration.  

 
27 Dustmann et al, op. cit. 
28 Alvarez-Plata, Patricia; Brücker, Herbert; Siliverstovs, Boriss (2003): Potential migration from Central and 
Eastern Europe into the EU-15 – An update, Berlin, Deutsches Institut für Wirtschaftsforschung, Report for the 
European Commission, DG Employment and Social Affairs. 
29  Kaczmarczyk, Paweł: “Brains on the move? Recent migration of the highly skilled from Poland and its 
consequences”, in Godfried et al, op. cit., pp. 170. 
30 Kancs, d'Artis; Kielyte, Julda (2010): European Integration and Labour Migration, EERI Research Paper Series, 
nº. 27/2010, Economics and Econometrics Research Institute. 
31 The number of Slovak employees working abroad increased by 100 thousand and doubled between 2004 and 
2007. See Gál, Zsolt (2011): “Munkaerő-migráció Szlovákiából az uniós csatlakozás után komparatív 
szermszögből”, Demográfia, vol. 54., nº. 4 (December 2011), pp. 236-269. 
32  Employment in Europe 2008, European Commission – DG for Employment, Social Affairs and Equal 
Opportunities (2008), Office for Official Publications of the European Communities, Luxembourg, pp. 222-276. 
33 Of the 21.8 million jobs created between 1997 and 2007 in the EU-15 ca. 45% were established in the UK, 
Ireland and Spain, while in Germany the expansion of the labour market came to a halt at the turn of the century. 
See European Commission – DG for Employment, Social Affairs and Equal Opportunities, op. cit., pp. 239-240. 
34 The use of English put Ireland on the second place, but Sweden and (EEA-member) Norway also benefited from 
the early opening of their labour market. 
35 The restrictions did not mean a complete ban on labour migration, but national laws and quotas set in bilateral 
agreements regulated and limited the inflow of workers. Only highly skilled workers, scare professionals, 
entrepreneurs and rented workers were exempt from the restrictions. See Kancs, d’Artis; Kielyte, Julda (2010): 
“Educating in the East, Emigrating to the West?”, European Review, vol. 18, nº. 2 (May 2010), pp. 133-154. 
36 Anacka, Marta; Okólski, Marek: “Direct demographic consequences of post-accession migration for Poland”, 
in. Godfried et al, op. cit., pp. 141-164. 
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The scale of emigration caused major disruptions in the labour markets of the sending 
countries.37 The outflow of medical professionals was particularly striking, since there was no 
solution for their large-scale replacement.38 In secondary sectors like agriculture, construction 
and household services the shortages were partly overcome by migrants from East European 
countries. Ukrainian labour immigrants in all countries, and in Poland particularly played an 
increasing role as they were mostly employed as complementary labour force to the native 
employees.39 Their strongest incentives came from the higher wages and the better economic 
performance of the destination countries. In those respects, the old member states were even 
more attractive, and in fact, many Ukrainians used the Visegrad countries as transit in their way 
to the West. Nevertheless, the V4 countries were also appealing to Eastern labourers given their 
geographic and cultural proximity.40 The number of labour migrants surged in Poland and 
multiplied by 7 times in Slovakia, but Hungary and the Czech Republic also experienced a 
significant increase.41 At the same time, the number of EU citizens in general, and Germans in 
particular also rose considerably. The latter groups involved labour migrants, often in employed 
in temporary or jobs or commuting workers, but a highly skilled professionals and managers 
were also present as a result of major investments by German, Italian, British, Dutch, French, 
Japanese and South Korean companies. Among the East European workers construction, 
industrial and agricultural works were the most typical forms of employment, while a high share 
of the – otherwise not so numerous – Asian (Chinese Vietnamese, Turkish and Arab) 
immigrants were engaged in small entrepreneurship and retailing sometimes with businesses  
that were transnationally well-integrated.42 Hungary was unique among the V4 countries as the 
majority its immigrants were ethnic Hungarians from the neighbouring countries.43  In all 
Visegrad countries most immigrants settled in the capital cities and the surrounding regions 
since they were on fast-track convergence,44 and they offered the best opportunities. In some 
places, other areas, mostly regional centres close to the borders, which could develop fast, also 
became targets of foreign labour.45 

Compared to the Polish and Slovak emigration flows, the Czech and Hungarian labour 
force barely responded to the (partial) opening of the Western markets as their mobility rate 
remained rather low, in fact, similar to that of the old member states.46 It is generally fair to 
conclude that emigration from countries with lower per capita GDP (on PPP) tended to be more 
intense, than from the relatively richer countries.47 This explains the Czech case, but Hungary, 

 
37  Grabowska-Lusinska, Izabela: “Skills shortage, emigration and unemployment in Poland: Causes and 
implications of disequilibrium in the Polish labour market”, in Godfried et al, op. cit., pp. 187-206. 
38 Kaczmarczyk, op. cit., p. 176. 
39 See Jaroszewicz and Lesińsk, op. cit., p. 10. 
40 Ibid., pp. 11-12. 
41 Benč, op. cit., pp. 139-157. 
42  Ibid., p. 141. and Kovács, András: “Bevándorlók integrációja Magyarországon korábbi kutatások adatai 
alapján”, in Kovács, András (ed.) (2013): Bevándorlás és integráció – magyarországi adatok, európai indikátorok, 
Budapest, MTA Társadalomtudományi Kutatóközpont, Kisebbségkutató Intézet, pp. 25-41. 
43 Moving to Hungary was originally a prerequisite of Hungarian citizenship. In response to the result of an invalid 
referendum on dual citizenship, the change of government in 2010 brought about new regulations: as of 2011 
simplified naturalisation process in in place for foreign citizens with Hungarian ancestors and a basic knowledge 
of the language, and in their case residence in Hungary is not a precondition any longer. See Soltész, Béla; 
Zimmerer, Gábor: “Migration between the EU, V4 and Easter Europe: The present situation and possible future. 
The perspective of Hungary”, in. Jaroszewicz and Lesińsk, op. cit., pp. 125 and 131. 
44 Matlovič, René; Klamár, Radoslav; Kozoň, Ján; Ivanová, Monika; Michalko, Miloslav (2018): “Spatial polarity 
and spatial polarization in the context of supranational and national scales: regions of Visegrad countries after their 
accession to the EU”, Bulletin of Geography, Socio-economic Series, nº. 41 (2018), pp. 59-78.  
45 Göncz, Borbála; Szanyi, F. Eleonóra; Lengyel, György: “A bevándorlók jóléti helyzete Magyarországon”, in 
Kovács (ed), op. cit., pp. 129-156. 
46 See Kancs and Kielyte, op. cit., p. n.a. 
47 Gál, op. cit., pp. 246-247. 
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in this respect, fell closer to Poland and Slovakia.48 Employment was presented as an alternative 
and seemingly better indicator since countries with higher (two-digit) unemployment figures 
produced higher mobility rates.49 Moreover, the nature of the welfare regimes, the level and the 
accessibility of the social. Slovakia had less developed welfare schemes than the Czech 
Republic (and the 2nd Dzurinda government tightened them just at the time of EU accession). 
Hungary, on the other hand, maintained an overly generous welfare regime and government 
policies50 which withheld many Hungarians from emigration, but during the financial crisis, 
when most migration trends got disrupted, Hungary went against the tide, observed a sudden 
surge of emigration, and caught up with the group it belonged to. 

6. The financial crisis: turning points in the V4 countries 

The international financial crisis of 2008-2009 marked a turning point in the history of both 
Polish and Hungarian migration, albeit the actual developments were of opposite directions. 
While right after EU enlargement Hungary had one of the lowest mobility rate in the region, 
after the crisis the Hungarian emigrants produced proportionately the largest outflow, and 
Hungary caught up with the other sending countries of the region. In 2006 the re-elected 
government of Hungary started its new term with the introduction of an austerity package. It 
had to tackle major macroeconomic imbalances that the households did not anticipate since 
they had easy access to cheap FX loans to finance their consumption; the real wage grew rapidly 
in the previous term (pushed up by a 50% general increase in the public sector); the taxes were 
reduced ahead of the election; and the government maintained relatively generous welfare 
schemes (albeit financed from external loans). By 2006, the government debt was high, and 
growing fast; the central budget was also running with higher than allowed deficit;51  and 
economic hardship was aggravated by a political crisis after the leaking of the prime minister’s 
infamous speech on lying to the electorate. Only a month after the bankruptcy of the Lehman 
Brothers, the Hungarian government – unable to refinance its debts – was the first one to apply 
for an international bailout.52  

 In contrast with the other countries of the region, where the sharp setback was followed 
by a quick recovery, Hungary suffered from two consecutive recessions. This time the 
households had to pay dearly for the crisis and the IMF-IBRD-EU bailout: they were hit by 
growing unemployment and severe cuts to social spending.53  This was the very end of a 
negative trend, which push Hungary down from its top position among the new member states 

 
48  And between 2004 and 2008 Hungary was the only new member state not increasing its real per capita 
production above the level of the old member states. See Artner, Annamária: “Labour market of the new Central 
and Eastern European member states of the EU in the first decade of membership”, in Éltető, Andrea (ed.) (2014): 
Mind the Gap – Integration Experiences of the Ten Central and Eastern European Countries, Budapest, Centre 
for Economic and Regional Studies of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, Institute of World Economics, pp. 
106-119. 
49 Hárs, Ágnes (2019): “Migráció és munkapiac. Az EU-tagság 15 éve”, Educatio, vol. 28., nº. 1 (2019) pp. 42-
57. 
50 Hárs, Ágnes: “Csatlakozás és csalatkozás – a Magyar munkaerőpiac és a migráció”, in Kolosi, Tamás; Tóth, 
István György (eds.) (2008): Társadami Riport, Budapest, Tárki, pp. 108-131. or Gál, op. cit., p. 251 and 
Kurekova, Lucia (2013): “Welfare systems as emigration factors: Evidence from the new accession states”, 
Journal of Common Market Studies, vol. 51, nº. 4 (July 2013) pp. 721-739. 
51 Hungary was in violation of these Maastricht criteria from the day az EU enlargement, and fell under the 
excessive deficit procedure. 
52 For the legacy and the post-2010 crisis management see György, László and Veress, József: “The Hungarian 
Economic Policy Model After 2010”, Public Finance Quarterly, nº. 3 (2016), pp. 360-381, at 
https://www.asz.hu/storage/files/files/public-finance-quarterly-articles/2016/gyorgy_2016_3_a.pdf. 
53 E.g. wage freezing in the public sector, slashing the maternity and the sick leaves, increasing the retirement age, 
cutting the pension and the unemployment benefits, eliminating the utility cost subsidies. For a brief overview see 
New Hungarian Government Starts Long Awaited Spending Cuts (2009), at 
https://www.politicalcapital.hu/news.php?article_read=1&article_id=235. 
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and to the bottom of the Visegrad list in nearly all positive indicators. For example, between 
2004 and 2008 Hungary was the only new member state where employment decreased, and 
unemployment rose to one of the highest levels – with youth unemployment growing the fastest 
– in the region. In terms of GDP per capita Hungary fell to the last place of the V4 and it also 
registered the highest drop in total earnings.54  

 Not surprisingly, in the 2010 election the main opposition party won a constitutional 
majority, and formed a government, which introduced conservative social policies. 
Unemployment benefits were cut and their availability was reduced to 3 months (record-low in 
the EU), while major pubic work schemes increased the level of economic activity. 
Unconventional crisis management measures generated heavy criticism in the EU and the 
international financial organisations, and drove the main rating companies to classify the 
Hungarian government bonds as junk. Although by the end of the parliamentary term the 
economy got into balance, the exchange rate of the Hungarian Forint deteriorated considerably 
causing a dramatic increase in the volume of non-performing FX-loans. 

 The emigration statistics55 went hand in hand with the economic developments: the 
number of Hungarian emigrants started to increase in 2007 and, according to the mirror (host 
countries’) statistics, as of 2012 the actual flow was supplied by over 100 thousand people per 
year. The extremely high figures were the results of the above-mentioned domestic factors as 
well as the elimination of the German and Austrian labour market restrictions. Nevertheless, 
the earlier opening of the UK labour market and the popularity of English as the first foreign 
language transformed the United Kingdom into a major destination (especially among the 
young and educated Hungarians), and placed it as the second target country behind Germany.56 
Although the international financial crisis also hit the UK economy, and forced half of the 
registered Hungarians to return,57 the subsequent few years were marked by a sudden recovery 
and the Hungarian community grew again in the UK, reaching an estimated 86 thousand in 
2014. 58  In the number of Hungarian residents, Austria was only the third most popular 
destination (ca. 36 thousand in 2013). However, the number of registered Hungarian employees 
was considerably higher (58 thousand in the same year). In line with the European trends, an 
increasing number of Hungarians accept temporary, circular and commuting job opportunities 
abroad.59 The bulk of such atypical labourers were absorbed in Austria due to its high wages 
and closeness with Hungary. In 2014 Germany, Austria and the UK together hosted more than 
70% of the ca. 330 thousand Hungarian citizens, who were registered as immigrants in the EEA 
countries.60 

 The crisis also hit the Western economies and increased the proportion of return 
migrants accounting for 20 to 50% of the post-accession emigrants. Poland situated at the high 
end of the scale with nearly 600 000 return migrants, which – together with decreasing 

 
54 Artner, op. cit., pp. 108-114. 
55 Blaskó, Zsuzsa; Gödri, Irén: “Kivándorlás Magyarországról: szelekció és célország-választás az „új migránsok” 
körében”, Demográfia, vol. 57, nº. 4 (September 2014) pp. 271-307. 
56 Half of the Hungarians registered in the UK were younger than 30. The Hungarian community in Germany 
reached 114 thousand by 2013, and it was considerably older with a high share of male workers of vocational 
education background. Ibid., p. 278. 
57 They were missing from the UK census of 2011. Ibid., pp. 279-280. 
58 Moreh, Chris (2014): “A decade of membership: Hungarian post-accession mobility to the United Kingdom”, 
Central and Eastern European Migration Review, vol. 3., nº. 2 (December 2014) pp. 79-104. 
59 Galgóczi, Béla; Leschke, Janine; Watt, Andrew: “EU labour migration and labour markets in troubled times” in 
Galgóczi, Béla; Leschke, Janine; Watt, Andrew (eds.) (2012): EU labour migration in troubled times. Skill 
mismatch, return and policy responses, Aldershot, Ashgate, pp. 1-45. 
60 See Blaskó and Gödri, op. cit., pp. 288-289. 
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emigration – also meant a turning point by reversing the net emigration outflow.61 Poland had 
a boosting economy before the crisis, and despite a considerable slow-down, it was the only 
country in Europe not falling into recession. During the crisis construction workers returned in 
particularly high numbers as work opportunities in the West contracted, while in Poland the 
government invested heavily into counter-cyclical policies, public infrastructure developments 
included. Nevertheless, return migrants often face difficulties in the labour market of their home 
country, which may even lead them to decide to (re)settle abroad.62 

2008 marked a turning point for Slovakia and the Czech Republic as well. After years 
of increase, the number of Czechs and Slovaks working abroad started to decrease. Host 
economies turned into recession, while the Slovak and the Czech was still growing, so that the 
return migrants did not supply enough workforce to meet the needs of the expanding job 
markets. Corollary, some Czech and Slovak sectors – for the first time in case of Slovakian 
economic history – experienced a shortage of labour. Then the crisis hit the Czech Republic 
and Slovakia as well, and caused a temporary rise of domestic unemployment just at the time 
when the British and Irish markets ejected many foreign migrants. Germany remained the 
primary host country of Czech labour migrants, while the neighbouring Czech Republic, 
Austria and Hungary prevailed as the largest recipients of Slovak workforce and these patterns 
survived during the crisis. The latter three countries together employed 2/3rd of the Slovak 
labour migrants, 2/3rd of whom were active in the Czech economy, despite the relative 
devaluation of their earnings after the introduction of euro in Slovakia.63 

7. The European migration crisis: sovereignty rules 

The first asylum seekers came to the post-communist Visegrad states from the former Soviet 
Union and the Balkans, but there were also a few arrivals from the Middle-East, South and 
Central Asia, later from Africa.64 In the Czech Republic the number of asylum seekers was 
relatively stable during the 1990s, hovering between 1 000 and 2 000 per year.65 However, there 
was a shocking increase in 2001, when 18 094 asylum claims were submitted, but the figures 
returned to normal soon after. The exceptionally high cases did not emerge from an external 
crisis. Instead, it is highly suspected that most new asylum seekers were labour migrants, who 
wanted to get work permits, which was not easily obtainable under the modified law on 
foreigners.66 The Employment Act, on the other hand, permitted the asylum seekers to work 
legally, so many Ukrainians and Macedonians took the opportunity and applied for international 
protection. After this backdoor had been locked tight, the number of asylum claims decreased 
steadily. The downward trend was only disrupted in 2014, when the Ukrainian crisis resulted 
in a temporary increase in the number of applications. However, the additional claims were 
again submitted by Ukrainian labour migrants, and not by refugees fleeing from Eastern 
Ukraine.67 On the other hand, the rate of illegal migration started to climb, and reached a 
historical annual maximum in 2015, the year of the European migration crisis.68 

 
61 See Galgóczi et al, op. cit., p. 32. 
62 White, Anne (2014): “Polish return and double return migration”, Europe-Asia Studies, vol. 66, nº. 1 (January 
2014) pp. 25-49. and Coniglio, Nicola Daniele; Brzozowski, Jan (2018): “Migration and development at home: 
Bitter or sweet return? Evidence from Poland”, European Urban and Regional Studies, vol. 25, nº. 1 (January 
2018) pp. 85-105. 
63 See Gál, op. cit., p. 237. 
64 Shevel, Oxana (2011): Migration, Refugee Policy, and State Building in Postcommunist Europe, Cambridge, 
New York, Melbourne, Madrid, Cape Town, Cambridge University Press 
65 Chlupáč, Zdeněk: “The Current Situation in the Field of Migration in the Czech Republic”, in Hautzinger, Zoltán 
(ed.) (2019): Dynamics and social impact of migration, Budapest, Dialóg Campus, pp. 205-222. 
66 See Shevel, op. cit., p. 218. 
67 Chlupáč, op. cit., p. 213. 
68 Ibid., p. 217. 
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In Slovakia the number of asylum seekers was initially so low that only the ca. 2 000 Bosnian 
refugees made up a noticeable group among them.69 At the turn of the century a sharp increase 
started and the corresponding figures reached their peak in 2004, when 11 395 asylum claims 
were submitted. Similarly to the Czech Republic, the vast majority of the claims were found 
ungrounded, and only 15 (sic!) applicants were granted asylum. The asylum seekers often had 
no intention to stay in Slovakia; they only wanted to avoid being returned and/or hoped to find 
an opportunity to move further to the West.70 In the years preceding the crisis, Poland had to 
deal with ten times more cases than the Czech Republic and Slovakia together (Figure 1). 
However, the higher numbers did not mean high recognition rates because the majority of the 
claims were submitted by citizens of Ukraine and Russia. As this was also the case during the 
migration crisis, the Polish figures did not reflect the European level developments.  

Figure 1. Number of asylum applications submitted in the V4 countries 

  

 

In contrast, Hungary, the only Visegrad country situated along the Balkan route, was directly 
affected by the migration flow of 2015. That year alone Hungary observed nearly 400 thousand 
migrants reaching and crossing its borders irregularly. The Hungarian government, in turn, 
deployed physical barriers at the Southern (Serbian and Croatian) borders, which effectively 
diverted the flow towards Croatia and Slovenia (Figure 2). These countries, despite their 
initially hostile responses to Hungary’s move, also decided to close their borders, thus 
completely blocking the Balkan route towards the West. 

 
69 Timurhan, Blanka: “Slovakia, a Country Not Directly Touched by the Migration Crisis: What Has Changed 
since the Summer of 2015”, in Hautzinger, op. cit., pp. 235-255. 
70 Ibid., p. 239. 
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Figure 2. Number of asylum applications submitted in Hungary 

  

Source: Ministry of Interior 
(http://www.bmbah.hu/index.php?option=com_k2&view=item&layout=item&id=177&lang=hu) 

In response to the migration crisis the Visegrad governments formed a unified platform, and 
expressed open political opposition to the official policy line of the European Union. They built 
their joint platform on the refusal of irregular mass immigration, the firm rejection of mandatory 
relocation and resettlement schemes, the recognition of the security and public order risks of 
mass immigration, the need for enhanced and more effective border control, the promotion of 
“flexible solidarity”71 with refugees, sending and transit countries alike, and the establishment 
of hotspots and welcome centres outside the EU.72 They established their approach on the first 
safe country principle, respect for national sovereignty, protecting national security, and 
preserving the free movement of persons within the Schengen zone. They did not recognise the 
asylum seekers’ right to a free choice of their final destination, and insisted that under the 
Geneva Convention refugees were granted the right to reach and seek international protection 
in the first safe country. The V4 governments worried about the systemic abuse of European 
asylum regulations, and emphasized the high security threats that the masses of unidentified 
and unregistered arrivals could present. The Paris and Brussels terrorist attacks and the 
temporary reintroduction of internal border checks by some EU member states made the 
Visegrad countries ever more adamant in their opposition to mass immigration. The citizens of 
the former communist countries regarded the free movement of persons as one of the greatest 
benefits of EU membership, and hardly felt inclined to queue for border crossing again. The V4 
governments underlined that refugees and economic migrants blended in the flow of 
immigrants, and insisted on their right to formulate migration policy, which – unlike asylum 
policy – had been a competence of the member states. In their understanding imposing any 
mandatory schemes of redistribution would also undermine national sovereignty. 

 
71 Flexible solidarity. Intergovernmentalism or differentiated integration: the way out of the current impasse 
(2016), at http://www.visegradgroup.eu/flexible-solidarity. 
72  Joint Statement of the Visegrad Group Countries on the current migration situation (2015), at 
https://www.vlada.cz/en/media-centrum/aktualne/-joint-statement-of-the-visegrad-group-countries-on-the-
current-migration-situation--135036/. 
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Figure 3. “True or untrue? The influx of immigrants into the country will increase crime.” 

(%) 

 
Source: Project28, (http://project28.eu/project28/) 

The strength and the cohesion of the V4 anti-immigration platform originated from common 
values and shared perceptions, such as sensitivity to recently regained sovereignty, self-
determination and security. Moreover, their position on the migration issues enjoyed very broad 
public support. While the Western governments emphasised the humanitarian nature of the 
migration crisis, the V4 counterparts were the pioneers in securitising it, and this was in line 
with the majority view of their respective populations, which lacked multicultural experience, 
were ethnically largely homogeneous,73 and perceived irregular mass immigration as a source 
of social and ethnic conflicts (Figure 2 and Figure 3). 

Figure 4. “True or untrue? The influx of immigrants into the country will increase the 

threat of terrorism.” (%) 

  
Source: Project28, (http://project28.eu/project28/) 

The results of the EU-wide Project28 survey were also confirmed by local polls. In a Czech 
national survey of early 2016 61% of the respondents claimed that refugees – even if coming 
from war zones – should not be accepted. A few month later another survey found the same 

 
73 According to the Eurostat, Poland has the lowest rate of foreign residents (0.4%) in the EU, Slovakia (1.2%) 
and Hungary (1.6%) lie on the 6th and 7th places, respectively, while the Czech Republic is 9th (with 4.5%). 
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opinion supported by 64%. 74  Also in 2016 a Slovakian survey revealed that 63% of the 
respondents perceived immigration from third countries as threat to security, and 70% rejected 
mandatory quotas of resettlement. A different survey claimed that 70% of the respondents 
feared the immigrants.75 In Hungary, a national survey confirmed that irregular migration was 
opposed by 90% of the respondents, while 71% were against the proposition of mandatory 
quotas, and 78% established direct relation between the migration wave and the increased 
number of terrorist attacks in Europe. 83% believed that mass immigration would contribute to 
the spread of radical Islam, and 70% expected that it would result in deteriorating public 
security.76 A Polish survey detected strong anti-Arab sentiments with 65% of the respondents 
having negative feelings of the Arabs, and 56% perceiving them dangerous to Poland’s 
security.77 In the light of such views, it is hardly surprising that the V4 respondents took a much 
more negative stance on compulsory redistribution quotas, than the Western citizens. The high 
disapproval rates in the Visegrad countries (Figure 4) are particularly striking, when contrasted 
with the strong approval rates in Austria (76, 67, 60% in 2016, 2017, and 2018, respectively), 
Germany (74, 69, 67), Greece (73, 79, 69), Malta (69, 77, 67), Netherlands (67, 63, 64) and 
Italy (67, 66, 57), where support for the quotas hovered at levels between 3/5th and 3/4th. 

Figure 5. “Do you approve or disapprove of the EU ‘quota plan’ to distribute recent 

immigrants throughout Europe?” (%) 

 
Source: Project28, (http://project28.eu/project28/) 

These figures explain the persistence of the V4 governments. Government campaigns can be 
suspected behind some (more) outstanding figures, but the generally high rejection of both 
immigration and the corresponding EU policies was a common feature of all former communist 
countries. Moreover, the failure of pro-immigration governments in Austria and Italy, the divide 
between the Bavarian CSU and the chancellor’s CDU in Germany, the increasing power of the 
anti-immigration parties in Germany, France, Denmark or Sweden demonstrated, that the 

 
74 Bečka, Jan; Duboš, Bohumil; Gantner, Jakub; Landovský, Filip; Pítrová, Lenka; Riegl, Martin; Waitzmanová, 
Scarlett: “Migration as a Political and Public Phenomenon: The Case of Czech Republic”, in Łoś, Robert; 
Kobierecka, Anna (eds) (2017): The V4 Towards Migration Challenges in Europe, Łódź, Łódź University Press, 
p. 52. 
75 Bolečekova, Martina; Olejarova, Barbora: “Migration as a Political and Public Phenomenon: The Case of 
Slovakia”, in Łoś and Kobierecka, op. cit., pp. 212-213. 
76 Gallai, Sándor: “Political Implications”, in Łoś and Kobierecka, op. cit., pp. 115-117. 
77 Kobierecka, Anna; Kobierecki, Michał; Łoś, Robert; Rulski, Michał: “Migration as a Political and Public 
Phenomenon: The Case of Poland”, in Łoś and Kobierecka, op. cit., p. 175. 
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frontlines in this conflict do not necessarily (and certainly not precisely) follow the track of the 
former Iron Curtain. It is true that only Eastern member states voted against the 2015/1601 
Council decision on the relocation quotas,78 and the subsequent infringement procedures for 
non-compliance were exclusively launched against the Czech Republic, Hungary and Poland,79 
but it is worth to mention that only two EU members fulfilled their quota, while 2/3rd performed 
below 50%, and a quarter fell short of 10% of theirs (Table 3). 

Table 3. Implementation of the relocation decision (EC 2015/1601) 

Relocation quotas and accomplishments (November 2017) 

Country Relocated Obligation Fulfilled 

(%) 

Country Relocated Obligation Fulfilled 

(%) 

Malta 168 131 128.24 Germany 9169 27 536 33.30 

Ireland 646 600 107.67 Belgium 1059 3 812 27.78 

Finland 1982 2 078 95.38 France 4699 19 714 23.84 

Luxembourg 482 557 86.54 Romania 728 4 180 17.42 

Sweden 2851 3 766 75.70 Spain 1301 9 323 13.95 

Latvia 321 481 66.74 Croatia 78 968 8.06 

Lithuania 384 671 57.23 Bulgaria 50 1 302 3.84 

Portugal 1507 2 951 51.07 Slovakia 16 902 1.77 

Cyprus 143 320 44.69 Austria 15 1 953 0.77 

Netherlands 2551 5 947 42.90 Czechia 12 2 691 0.45 

Estonia 141 329 42.86 Hungary 0 1 294 0.00 

Slovenia 232 567 40.92 Poland 0 6 182 0.00 

Source: European Commission (https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/sites/homeaffairs/files/what-we-
do/policies/european-agenda-migration/20171114_relocation_eu_solidarity_between_member_states_en.pdf) 

Slovakia and Hungary attacked the relocation decision of the Council by filing two (separate) 
cases in the Court of Justice of the European Union. Although their claims were rejected,80 the 
political benefits certainly surpassed the legal losses: they did not implement what they had 
opposed to, and their disruption remained unsanctioned. Moreover, they – together with Poland 
and the Czech Republic – could experience the political strength of unified Visegrad positions, 
and recognise how their unity translates into more influence on the level of the EU. 

 

 
78 The Czech Republic, Hungary, Romania and Slovakia voted against the decision. Poland, ruled by a government 
formerly headed by Donald Tusk, then president of the European Council, abandoned the Visegrad platform, but 
– following a change in the government and witnessing the terrorist attacks in Paris – it returned to the joint position 
of the V4 group, and – citing national sovereignty – refused to implement the relocation quota. See Kobierecka et 
al, op. cit. pp. 183-184. 
79 For the summary of the ruling see By refusing to comply with the temporary mechanism for the relocation of 
applicants for international protection, Poland, Hungary and the Czech Republic have failed to fulfil their 
obligations under European Union law, Court of Justice of the European Union, 2 April 2020, at 
https://curia.europa.eu/jcms/upload/docs/application/pdf/2020-04/cp200040en.pdf. 
80 Summary on the decision of the Court of Justice see The Court dismisses the actions brought by Slovakia and 
Hungary against the provisional mechanism for the mandatory relocation of asylum seekers (2017) at 
https://curia.europa.eu/jcms/upload/docs/application/pdf/2017-09/cp170091en.pdf. 
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8. Recent developments: growth, labour shortages and migration 

After the migration crisis the number of asylum claims remained stable in Poland, dropped 
sharply in Hungary, and also decreased in the other two Visegrad countries. The recognition 
rates increased in three countries leaving Poland again to be the exception.81  The Polish 
deviation can be traced back to the very different background of the arrivals. The ethnic 
composition of the asylum seekers (Table 4) explains the origin of the different patterns with 
the Syrians, Afghans and Iraqis dominating in Hungary and Slovakia, Ukrainians toping in the 
very small Czech samples, and Russians, declaring Chechen origin, being in the lead in the 
stocks in Poland.82 

Table 4. Top three groups of asylum seekers by citizenship in 2015-2016 

 Czech Republic Hungary Poland Slovakia 

Citizenship % Citizenship % Citizenship % Citizenship % 

2015 

Ukrainian 46 Syrians 36 Russians 65 Iraqis 52 

Syrians 9 Afghans 38 Ukrainians 19 Afghans 11 

Cubans 9 Kosovars 14 Tajikistanis 5 Ukrainians 8 

2016 

Ukrainian 34 Afghans 38 Russians 73 Ukrainians 17 

Iraqis 10 Syrians 17 Ukrainians 10 Afghans 10 

Cubans 6 Pakistanis 13 Tajikistanis 7 
Iraqis/Syrians/ 
Pakistanis 

10 

Source: Eurostat Data Explorer 

The strong opposition by the Visegrad governments to irregular mass immigration and the 
relatively low recognition rates of asylum claims did not mean a general hostility to 
immigration. In fact, Poland accepted more Ukrainian immigrants than the highest ever annual 
number of asylum applications submitted in Germany.83 The booming Polish economy acted 
like a very powerful magnet pulling – together with students and other residents – ca. 900 000 
Ukrainians into the country by the end of 2017.84 Benefiting from the shortage of workers in 
Poland and the facilitation of labour immigration from the countries of Eastern Partnership,85 
most Ukrainians arrived as foreign workers. Beside the traditional sectors where they had been 
employed, the sales and services sectors also absorbed a considerable number of Ukrainians. In 
response to the large influx and the abuses of the system, the government decided to re-regulate 

 
81 In the Czech Republic less 8% were granted asylum, and nearly 20% obtained other forms of protection 
(Chlupáč, op. cit., 215.). In Slovakia the combined figure was around 27% (Timurhan, op. cit., pp. 248-249.), while 
in Poland it was well below 10% (Pochylska, op. cit., p. 261.). In Hungary it went up to 38% in the year when the 
possibility of submitting an asylum claim was limited to the two transit zones created at the Southern borders; for 
the statistics see table, at https://www.ksh.hu/docs/hun/xstadat/xstadat_evkozi/e_wnvn001.html. 
82 Poland is the first EU country for those who come through Belarus, but they usually travel further to Western 
Europe. See Pochylska, op. cit., p. 260. 
83 That was 745 155 in 2016, for more details see Country factsheet: Germany 2016. European migration network, 
at https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/sites/homeaffairs/files/11a_germany_country_factsheet_2016_en_0.pdf. 
84 Jaroszewicz, Marta: Migration from Ukraine to Poland – the trend stabilises, OSW Report, (Oct., 2018). p. 5. 
If one also adds the seasonal workers, the actual figure climbed up to 1.3 million (see the previous footnote). The 
boom was also reflected in the number of residence permits issued to third country citizens, since Poland produced 
the second highest figure in the EU (after the UK), and more than ca. 85% of the permits granted on reason of 
employment, see Pochylska, op. cit., pp. 265-266. 
85 Since May 2015 those citizens may take temporary jobs up to 6 months without an official work permit; they 
only need to get the statement of their employers (about their intention to hire them) registered in the employment 
office. In 2016 1.26 million (!) of such declarations were issued, ibid., pp. 266-268. 
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the employment of foreigners, took a more restrictive approach, and introduced a fee on their 
employment. The tighter regulations led to a slight decline in the number of Ukrainian labour 
migrants, followed by a sharp drop in the shadow of Covid-19 pandemic lockdowns.86 

 In the Czech Republic direct immigration from third countries has been generally 
restricted since the adoption of new regulations in 2012. However, many Ukrainian labour 
migrants decided to abuse the lack of internal border control, and – in possession of declarations 
issued by Polish employers – moved unauthorised to the Czech Republic. In the middle of the 
decade the Czech government launched special programmes offering reserved quotas and fast-
track administration to qualified and skilled Ukrainian migrants. 87 In 2018 the number of 
Ukrainians working legally in the Czech Republic was estimated to reach 85 000.88 However, 
since many of them worked in sectors and jobs highly sensitive to external shocks, and were 
forced to return by the Covid-19 pandemic, it is very likely that the Slovaks, who were very 
close second, constitute the most numerous foreign group in the Czech Republic by now. 

 In Slovakia the increasing number of return migrants as well as Ukrainian, Serbian and 
Romanian workers somewhat relaxed the labour shortages. In the past Slovak visa policy 
represented a major obstacle to labour immigration since it was used as a restrictive tool to 
mitigate possible immigration. The visa systems towards the European Partnership countries 
had been liberalised before the European migration crisis,89 and allowed the Ukrainians to 
become the largest ethnic group among the labour migrants. The number of foreigners working 
in Slovakia in the end of 2019 accounted for nearly 80 thousand and 30% of them were 
Ukrainian citizens. In the official statistics the Serbians constituted the second largest group 
(13 300), followed by Romanians (nearly 9 000), Czechs (close to 6 000) and Hungarians (ca. 
5 500). Most foreign workers had low qualifications, 90  and were heavily affected by the 
pandemic. 

 In Hungary the number of foreign workers grew by four times between 2016 and 2019.91 
In 2017 the government facilitated the employment of workers from the neighbouring countries 
by lifting the requirement of work permits and replacing them with a simple registration by the 
employers. The number of Ukrainian labour migrants increased considerably (over 30 
thousand), but Serbian citizens also benefited from that regime in growing numbers. There were 
only 4464 employees from other third countries in 2016; their number more than doubled by 
2019 – yet, remained far below the annual quota set by the Ministry of Finance. Just like in the 
other countries, the effects of the Covid pandemic hit the foreign workers first, which was also 
a natural consequence of their labour market status, since ca. 80% of them were employed in 
low-skilled positions. 

 Beside accepting labour migrants, all four countries introduced special business visas 
with the aim of attracting (potential) investors from third countries. 92  Meeting certain 

 
86 Ibid., p. 8. and Ukrainian Diaspora in Poland in Flux as Thousands Attempt to Return Home Due to Coronavirus 
(2020), at https://en.hromadske.ua/posts/ukrainian-diaspora-in-poland-in-flux-as-thousands-attempt-to-return-
home-due-to-coronavirus. 
87 E.g. The Project Ukraine, The Regime Ukraine or the Fast Track Project, ibid., pp. 208-209. 
88 That was slightly over the number of Slovaks, and they also constituted the largest immigrant community among 
the foreign residents, Jaroszewicz, op. cit., p. 15. and Chlupáč, op. cit., p. 212. 
89 Benč, Vladimir: “Migration between the EU, V4 and Eastern Europe: the present situation and the possible 
future. The perspective of Slovakia”, in. Jaroszewicz, Marta; Lesińska, Magdalena, op cit., p. 139-157. 
90 The number of non-EU workers in Slovakia has increased (2020), at https://spectator.sme.sk/c/22314244/the-
number-of-non-eu-workers-in-slovakia-has-increased.html. 
91 Ötszörösére nőtt a Magyarországon dolgozó külföldiek száma négy év alatt, közelítünk a vendégmunka-alapú 
társadalomhoz (2020), at https://24.hu/fn/gazdasag/2020/04/28/vendegmunka-kulfoldi-munkavallalo-gazdasag-
migracio/. 
92 Golden investor VISA, at http://golden-investor-visa.com. 
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conditions, the so-called golden visas offer special immigration conditions for business people 
from third countries to facilitate their mobility. The Czech golden visa was originally available 
for business people, who invested at least EUR 100,000 in a new or existing Czech enterprise, 
but in the light of the very negative public and political responses to the migration crisis, the 
conditions were toughened (min. CZK 75 M /almost EUR 3 M/ invested, at least 20 EU 
nationals employed), making the scheme much less attractive.93 The Polish regulation expects 
a minimum EUR 100 000 investment in a local enterprise, which is the cheapest scheme in the 
region, while Slovakia offers the most expensive golden visas: originally there was no minimum 
requirement for the value of the investment, but since 2011 at least EUR 100 million (sic!) is 
required to be invested in either an economically significant project or in a company which 
creates a minimum of 300 new jobs.94 

 The Hungarian policy was markedly different.95  It requested neither investment in 
enterprises, nor job creation. Instead, government bonds, in value of EUR 300 000, had to be 
purchased, and the investors could not only claim back their capital 5 years later, but were paid 
interests too. It was also unique that the bonds were brokered by intermediary (mostly off-shore) 
companies, which received an almost 10% transaction fee on every single transaction. This 
scheme was a popular target of opposition critics, and in 2017 the government decided to 
terminate it. Between 2013 and 2017 more than 17 000 bonds were sold allowing ca. 20 000 
foreigners (of whom 81% were of Chinese origin) to acquire residence permit in Hungary.96  

 Before the Covid pandemic the economies of the Visegrad countries were booming, 
unemployment shrank to record-low levels. Labour shortage emerged as a major and persistent 
problem in all four countries despite labour immigration of various scales. The continuing 
emigration of ECE labour to Western countries aggravated the situation and created severe 
challenges particularly in the areas where skilled workers with vocational education 
background, engineers, IT people, doctors and health care professionals were needed. Although 
academics emphasise the increasing share of circular and temporary-transitory migration within 
the EU,97  this is not equally observable across the various groups of labour migrant. For 
example, a survey conducted among Slovak labour migrants found that only 9% of the 
respondents planned to return to Slovakia.98 In contrast, half of the Hungarians who moved 
abroad in the past few years have no firm intentions about their future, they would only decide 
on their stay or return in the light of the circumstances.99  

After the European migration crisis the Visegrad governments presented family policy as an 
alternative to mass immigration in the tackling of long-term demographic problems.100 The 

 
93 “Czech president signs new investor visa amendment into law” (2017), at https://www.imidaily.com/latest-
updates/czech-president-signs-investor-visa-amendment-into-law/. 
94 Not surprisingly, very few foreigners benefited from the modified scheme, see  Slovakia granted 6 Citizenships 
for investments in state’s interest (2019), at https://citizenshipbyinvestment.ch/index.php/2019/02/19/slovakia-
granted-7-citizenships-for-investments-in-states-interest/.  
95  Megszűnik a letelepedési kötvény, at https://www.portfolio.hu/deviza/20170112/megszunik-a-letelepedesi-
kotveny-242462.  
96  59 országból jött Magyarországra a húszezer letelepedési kötvényes (2019), at 
https://g7.hu/kozelet/20190116/59-orszagbol-jott-magyarorszagra-a-huszezer-letelepedesi-kotvenyes/.  
97 This was also called liquid migration (by Engbersen et al), incomplete migration (by Okólski) or lasting 
temporariness (by Grzymala-Kazlowska) – all cited in Black et al, op. cit., p. 8 
98  “Brain drain of Slovakia goes on” (2015), The Slovak Spectator, at https://spectator.sme.sk/c/20065888/ 
braindrain-of-slovakia-goes-on.html. 
99 Blaskó and Gödri, op. cit., p. 295. 
100 These countries have been characterised by aging and declining populations with relatively low fertility rates. 
See e.g. Fihel, Agnieszka and Okólski, Marek: “Demographic change and challenge”, in Gorzelak, Grzegorz (ed) 
(2019): Social and Economic Developments in Central and Eastern Europe – Stability and Change after 1990, 
Oxon and New York, Routledge, pp. 101-132. 
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Polish government supports the birth and the raising of children generously with the Family 
500+ programme.101 The Hungarian government invested even more in family policy, and with 
an annual spending of nearly 5% of the GDP, the country leads the corresponding rankings in 
Europe.102 The measures include major tax allowances for families with children and extra 
support to young married couples in their housing. No academic evidence is available, but one 
may suspect a casual relation between these measures and the recently growing return migration 
as a result of which the country observed a net gain in the balance of migration.103  This 
development took place in a dynamically expanding economic environment, and it is yet to be 
seen what the overall impact and long-term effects of the pandemic will be. 

9. An assessment: Convergence does matter 

Based on the overview of the most important inward and outward trends of migration we can 
conclude that EU membership and economic convergence have increased the attractiveness of 
the Visegrad countries, but did not transform them into target countries. Migration may 
certainly function as a sluice against overpopulation or unemployment. In East Central Europe 
unemployment was a major concern in the 1990s and emigration reduced its level, but in the 
past few years the extreme demand for labour has practically eliminated unemployment. Instead 
of overpopulation, the Visegrad countries have been characterised by aging societies, low 
fertility rates and population losses, therefore emigration speeded up those negative 
demographic trends. Remittances, especially in poor countries, may also have positive 
economic and social returns, but in more developed economies they can be annulled by the lost 
tax revenues and social contributions. In the Visegrad region the faster population loss and 
aging, the shortage of labour and the lower tax revenues certainly turn the balance of large-
scale emigration into negative. 

Dynamic economic growth and emigration generated major shortages in many sectors of the 
Visegrad economies. To overcome these shortages, the ECE governments introduced various 
exemptions from under the work and/or residence permit requirements to attract more foreign 
workers and facilitate their employment. At the same time the increasing level of income and 
the expanding job opportunities have made the ECE economies more attractive. Nevertheless, 
the experience of the European migration crisis and the attitude of the general public led the 
Visegrad governments to encourage the hiring of mostly European labour migrants and be open 
to the citizens of China, Vietnam and Turkey, but remain more restrictive on immigration from 
the Middle-East and Africa. Consequently, EU citizens and Ukrainian constitute an 
overwhelming majority of both the labour migrants and the foreign residents in the Visegrad 
countries. The less numerous Asian immigrants tend to be active in their own businesses and 
enterprises, while – in contrast with the general European trends in external migration – the 
Arab and African residents continue to be an extremely small minority in the region. Hungary 
stands alone with the high proportion of immigrants of identical (Hungarian) ethnic origin. This 
process was facilitated by the fast-track naturalisation,104 but the consequences may threaten 

 
101 Family 500+ (2020), at https://archiwum.mpips.gov.pl/en/programmes/family-500/.  
102 Gyorsabb, olcsóbb és mindenki számára elérhető lesz a meddőségkezelés (2019), at  
https://www.kormany.hu/hu/emberi-eroforrasok-miniszteriuma/csalad-es-ifjusagugyert-felelos-
allamtitkarsag/hirek/gyorsabb-olcsobb-es-mindenki-szamara-elerheto-lesz-a-meddosegkezeles. 
103 In 2019, 21 900 Hungarian citizens emigrated from and 23 200 returned to Hungay. See Történelmi fordulat a 
magyar kivándorlásban, többen jöttek haza tavaly, mint ahányan elmentek (2020), at 
https://www.portfolio.hu/gazdasag/20200514/tortenelmi-fordulat-a-magyar-kivandorlasban-tobben-jottek-haza-
tavaly-mint-ahanyan-elmentek-431830. 
104 The number of citizens who obtained Hungarian citizenship in fast-track naturalisation has reached 1.1 million; 
see “Meghaladja a 1,1 milliót az új magyar állampolgárok száma”, Origo, 9 December 2019, at 
https://boon.hu/orszag-vilag/semjen-zsolt-meghaladja-a-11-millio-az-uj-magyar-allampolgarok-szama-3952992/  
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the survival of diaspora communities (particularly in Transcarpathia and Vojvodina) by faster 
population loss and assimilation.105 

Surveys confirm that financial and economic motivations have prevailed as the primary 
causes of both inward and outward migration. Economic convergence and any major 
disruptions to convergence appear to have a direct impact on the migration flows between the 
East and the West. Political motivations of emigration do not play a significant role, but 
government policies may have considerable effects on the direction of migration. Both the 
economic situation and the welfare services are crucial inputs to individual (family) decisions 
on migration. The experiences of the past 30 years in the Visegrad region endorse that 
neoclassical theories may have failed to forecast the actual volume of East-West migration in 
Europe, but they correctly identify the primary reasons of labour migration. Moreover, in the 
light of the intensifying labour immigration and return migration to the Visegrad countries, they 
apparently have another strong point on the impacts that economic convergence can make on 
the direction and volume of the migration flows. 
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